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This paper studies theoretically the use of a Q-switch laser with side light

injection as a spiking all-optical neuron for photonic spiking neural networks

(PSNN). Ordinary differential equations for the multi-section laser are

presented, including terms for the side light injection for gain quenching and

saturable absorption. The behaviour of the laser mimics that of a spiking neuron

with ultrafast pico-second scale response and low power control signals.
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1 Introduction

Neuromorphic computing aims to emulate the brain’s ability to process large amounts

of information efficiently. Since the 1980s [1], this field has continued to evolve as we have

improved our understanding of brain physiology, as well as hardware innovation. As a

result, functional neuromorphic chips were first implemented using electronic platforms

[2]. However, neuromorphic electronics is facing important limitations related to

bandwidth and integration density [3, 4]. More recently, silicon photonics technology

has emerged as a potential platform for scaling up neuromorphic devices [3], andmight be

an answer to meeting this technological challenge regarding complexity, interconnection

and also power consumption especially when IIIV based devices can be integrated along

other passive and active components [5, 6].

Neuromorphic hardware is based on models of artificial neural networks (ANNs).

Spiking neural networks (SNNs) are the most bio-realistic form of them, as they

operate using discrete spatio-temporal spikes, much like biological neurons [7]. Since

they have a temporal aspect, SNNs are capable of processing spatio-temporal

information, leading to more complex applications such as feature recognition,

image classification, audio recognition, etc [3, 7]. In addition, unlike conventional

ANNs, they only operate when spikes occur, which makes their hardware much more

energy efficient.

Models of spike neurons have been proposed to simulate most biological features of

neurons [8]. Among them, the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) offers the best compromise

between biological plausibility and practicality [2, 9], which explains its widespread use in

the literature. In neuromorphic photonics, the excitability of spiking neurons has already

been demonstrated by using excitable semiconductor lasers, also known as spiking lasers

[10–12]. Saturable absorber is typically used in such lasers, resulting in non-linearities that
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give the lasers either bistability or spiking behavior [13]. The

latter is usually the result of a Q-switch mechanism. Spiking

lasers can be divided into two categories based on how optical

spikes are generated: optical-electrical-optical (O/E/O) and all-

optical [3]. In most cases, O/E/O spiking lasers rely on electronic

circuits to control their excitable dynamics. In contrast, all-

opticall lasers are directly excited by optical perturbations.

Various all-optical laser designs have been proposed in

references [14–16].

In this paper we first describe the architecture of an all-

optical side light-injected Q-switch laser. Then, we solve his

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) to determine its behavior

as a spiking neuron: integration of incoming synaptic signals,

exitability, inhibitability and spike response, refractory period.

Once this is set, we demonstrate the cascadability and the optical

memory ability of our laser in a two-neurons mutually coupled

circuit.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Side light injected Q-switch laser

Q-switched lasers have been proposed in [10] to serve as

spiking neurons owing to their capacity to integrate in a leaky

way the incoming energy over time and fire an output pulse when

that energy increases above an internal threshold. Electrical

command signals have been proposed and demonstrated

[17–20] using balanced photodetectors to modulate the bias

current of the gain section. Optical command signals have

also been proposed in [21] but require a complex

implementation. Indeed, as these signals are injected along the

main laser cavity, they interact mainly with the gain section of the

laser and hence provide only gain quenching (by increasing

stimulated emission and hence reducing the exited carrier

concentration). As a result, incoming pulses can only be used

as inhibitors to the laser-neuron. Excitability requires the optical

signals to be reversed, leading to additional hardware to be

employed [21].

In [22], a side light-injected bistable laser was developed and

tested for applications in all-optical digital signal processing. The

laser was composed of five sub-sections along the main optical

cavity. Three sections were devoted to pure gain with a direct bias

(current injection) while one section was devoted to gain

quenching and another one to saturable absorption. The two

later sections had perpendicular waveguides connected to them,

allowing light to be injected directly into those sections without

creating a large crosstalk with the main waveguide. Overall, the

laser was designed to have a bistable operation. In its general

operation, the gain section is biased slightly under the laser

threshold. By injecting light in the side waveguide connected

to the gain quenching section (resp. the saturable absorption

FIGURE 1
3D-Schematic view of the neuron laser: the IIIV material is processed on top of an silicon photonics wafer to allow coupling between the
underlying silicon waveguides and the gain material. Biasing currents are injected into the top electrodes (InP+) through the quantum wells
(represented as a black layer) to the ground electrode (InP−). Two waveguides perpendicular to the main laser cavity are used to feed optical power
directly into the GQ and SA parts of the laser. The detailed structure of the laser can be inferred from [5, 6].

FIGURE 2
Schematic view of the neuron laser detailing the different
variables of the model.
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section), additional radiative recombinations by stimulated

emission (resp. carrier excitation by photon absorption)

occurs hence locally reducing (resp. increasing) the population

inversion and as a result creating a sudden drop in the cavity gain

(resp. drop in the cavity loss). Subsequently, the laser would

switch-off (resp. switch-on). A similar behavior can be applied to

a Q-switch laser to obtain all optical excitability or inhibition as

in spiking neurons.

In the following section, we describe sush laser layout and

parameters and write the ODEs describing its behaviour.

2.2 All-optical neuron model

The Q-switch laser is based on five sections as in [22]. A

schematic view of its structure integrated on a silicon photonics

platform is represented in Figure 1. Two side light injected sections

are sandwiched between three generic gain sections which provide

the main photon generation and amplification functions for the

longitudinal laser cavity. The three gain sections are directly biased

together by a single electrode (respective currents denoted iG,1, iG,2,

and iG,3) while the two other sections have their own electrical

electrodes. A direct bias is also applied to the gain quenching section

(iQ) and a zero or small reverse bias to the SA section (iSA). Using the

formalism from [17] (Figure 2), we write the ODEs that describe the

time evolution of the carriers and photons in the different sections of

the laser. Note that there will be three different photon populations:

the one in the longitudinal waveguideNph plus the ones in the lateral

waveguidesNQ andNSA. According to [23], the wavelengths of these

photon populations have to be within the III-V material absorption

spectrum but may not be exactly the same. However, for the sake of

simplicity we will assume similar wavelengths and hence that the

same gain/absorption coefficients can be used in the equations. First,

TABLE 1 Parameters used in the DFB-SA laser neuron model [17].

Parameter Description Unit Value

η current-injection efficiency — 0.7

λ Lasing wavelength nm 1,575

VG Gain region cavity volume m3 1.70 × 10−18

VQ GQ region cavity volume m3 0.85 × 10−18

VSA SA region cavity volume m3 0.85 × 10−18

Γ Confinement factor — 0.034

τG Gain region carrier lifetime ns 1

τQ GQ region carrier lifetime ns 1

τSA SA region carrier lifetime ns 0.1

τph,long Longitudinal photon lifetime ps 2.4

τph,inj Lateral photon lifetime ps 0.24

gG Gain region differential gain/loss m3/s 0.97 × 10−12

gQ GQ region differential gain/loss m3/s 0.97 × 10−12

gSA SA region differential gain/loss m3/s 14.5 × 10−12

nG,0 Gain region transparency carrier density m3 1.1 × 1024

nQ,0 GQ region transparency carrier density m3 1.1 × 1024

nSA,0 SA region transparency carrier density m3 1.1 × 1024

Br Bimolecular recombination term m3/s 10 × 1016

β Spontaneous emission coupling factor — 10−4

ηc Output power coupling coefficient — 0.39

FIGURE 3
Output pulse energy vs bias current of the gain section for the
laser-neuron. Self-pulsating threshold is ibias = 14.4 mA.
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for the carrier concentration in the main gain sections (m = 1,

2 or 3):

znG,m
zt

� ηiG,m
qVG,m

− nG,m
τG

− ΓgG nG,m − nG,0( )Nph

Vtot
(1)

where nG,m is the carrier concentration in the considered section,

η the current injection efficiency, VG,m the section’s volume, τG
the carrier lifetime, gG the differential gain, nG,0 the carrier

density at transparency, Nph the photon population in the

overall longitudinal cavity and Vtot the total volume of the

main cavity. Now, for the gain quenching section, we write:

znQ
zt

� ηiQ
qVQ

− nQ
τQ

− ΓgQ nQ − nQ,0( ) Nph

Vtot
+ NQ

VQ
( ) (2)

For the saturable absorption region:

znSA
zt

� ηiSA
qVSA

− nSA
τSA

− ΓgSA nSA − nSA,0( ) Nph

Vtot
+ NSA

VSA
( ) (3)

the parameters are self-explanatory. Note that Vtot = VG,1 + VQ +

VG,2 + VSA + VG,3. Finally, for the photon populations, we write:

zNph

zt
� − Nph

τph,long
+ Γ⎡⎣ ∑3

m�1
gG nG,m − nG,0( )VG, m

Vtot
+ gQ nQ − nQ,0( )

VQ

Vtot
+ gSA nSA − nSA,0( )VSA

Vtot

⎤⎦Nph + ∑3
m�1

VG,mβBrn
2
G,m + VQβBrn

2
Q

(4)

FIGURE 4
Time traces of the photons (left) and carriers (right) of the laser-neuron under ibias = 13 mA and upon the arrival at t= 500ps of an exitatory pulse
(in the SA section) of energy 60 fJ.

FIGURE 5
Time traces of the photons (left) and carriers (right) of the laser-neuron under ibias = 13 mA and upon the arrival at t = 500ps and 600ps of two
exitatory pulses (in the SA section) each of energy 30 fJ. The dashed curves show the evolution of the parameters if only the first pulse had been
present.
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zNQ

zt
� ψQ −NQ

τph,inj
+ ΓgG nQ − nG,0( )NQ + VQβBrn

2
Q (5)

zNSA

zt
� ψSA −NSA

τph,inj
+ ΓgSA nSA − nSA,0( )NSA (6)

where β and Br are respectively the spontaneous emission

coupling factor and the bimolecular recombination term. In

Eqs 5, 6, the external injection terms ψQ and ψQ appear. They

represent the photon flux entering from the lateral

waveguides. The photon populations in the lateral

waveguides have a different and much shorter life time

τph,inj than the longitudinal photons as they travel along

the width of the active section and these sections are not

equipped with mirrors so as to facilitate the external

injection [23]. Note that the terms ψQ and ψSA are

slowing the photon population decrease and hence appear

with a positive sign in the equations. Also, there is no relative

volumic term in Eqs 5, 6 as the photons and carriers

considered in these equations occupy the same volumic

space. To finish this mathematical framework and

considering further simplfying the model, we note that the

three gain sections can be combined in a single one with

volume VG = ∑VG,m, carrier concentration nG = ∑nG,mVG,m/

VG and total injected current iG = ∑iG,m.

The optical output of the laser is defined by the number of

photons escaping the cavity Nph,out = ηcNph leading to the

expression of the optical output power [17]:

Pout � ηcNphΓhc
λτph

(7)

In the following section, we study the behavior of the side-

light-injected Q-switched laser and compare it to a spiking

neuron.

3 Results and discussion

In the following, using Matlab®, we solve the above ODEs to
demonstrate the similarity in terms of behavior between the

Q-switch multi-section laser and a spiking neuron. For this we

will use parameter values as detailed in table 1 taken from [17].

3.1 Spiking threshold

First, we look at the self-pulsating threshold, i.e., the value of

iG above which the laser is self-pulsating. The overall biasing of

the gain section denoted ibias is uniformly split between the

different gain sections i.e. the overall bias current density is

kept the same in all gain sections: iG = ibias × VG/(VG + VQ) and

iQ = ibias × VQ/(VG + VQ). We plot (Figure 3) the output pulse

energy as a function of iG without external injection (ψQ = 0 and

ψSA = 0). We set to zero the bias current for the SA iSA = 0.0 mA.

We find a self-pulsating threshold of 14.4 mA. The pulses on the

output are found to be approximatively 55ps full width half-

maximum.

3.2 Time traces

In order to highlight the neuronal behavior of the laser, we

plot the time traces of the internal variables under different

situations. The first case concerns the arrival in the SA of an

excitatory pulse (of energy 60 fJ) and the triggering of an output

spike event. Results are presented in Figure 4. At the input pulse

arrival (t = 500ps), the SA photon population NSA (black curve in

the left hand side graph) increases sharply then returns to zero as

those photons are either absorbed or exit the SA section on the

FIGURE 6
Time traces of the photons (left) and carriers (right) of the laser-neuron under ibias = 13 mA and upon the arrival at t= 500ps of an inhibitory pulse
(in the GQ section) of energy 60 fJ then at 600 ps of an exitatory pulse (in the SA section) of energy 60 fJ.
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other side (the transit time through the SA is τph,inj in the lateral

direction). These photons anyway, create a large number of

carriers nSA (grey curve in the right hand side graph) that

saturates the absorber. As the SA has a fast dynamics, it

recovers almost immediately (first peak in the nSA curve), but

not fully since the overall laser cavity gain increases in the

meantime leading to a surge in the main photon population

Nph (grey curve in the left hand side graph) and a new peak in the

SA carrier concentration. This results in the laser output

switching on and, consequently, the depletion of the gain

sections’ carrier population nG and nQ due to the large

stimulated emission occurring. Finally, the reducing nG closes

the gain of the cavity, switching off the laser output and allowing

the SA to recover fully its high loss state (nSA → 0) while nG and

nQ slowly recover their steady state value thanks to the gain

section bias current (rate 1/τG). During that time, the laser can

hardly trigger a new spike event; this is the equivalent of the

relative refractory period in the spiking neuron. The second case

highlights the integration of excitation signals. Now, two pulses

are sent to the SA section at t = 500ps and t = 600ps each with an

energy of 30 fJ. Results are presented in Figure 5. The arrival of

the first input pulse at t = 500ps, creates a surge in the SA carrier

population as explained above. The SA loss drops and the main

photon population increases slightly but not enough to lead to a

spiking event as shown by the dashed curves representing the

evolution of the parameters if only a single pulse had been sent.

Upon the arrival of the second pulse, the SA carrier population

increases again sharply and now reaches a level sufficiently high

to trigger a spiking event followed by a refractory period during

which the laser slowly recovers. Finally, we illustrate the

inhibition of a spiking event. An inhibitory pulse of energy

60 fJ is sent into the gain quenching section at t = 500ps and

then an excitatory pulse of energy 60 fJ is sent into the SA section

at t = 600ps and no spiking event occurs. Results are presented in

Figure 6. Following the reception of the inhibitory pulse, the

photon population of the GQ section surges (black dash-dot

curve in the left hand side graph). This triggers a sharp drop in

the carrier concentration of this section (black dash-dot curve in

the right hand side graph). As the lifetime of the GQ section

photons is very short,NQ rapidly falls back to zero and the carrier

concentration starts to recover. When the excitatory pulse

reaches the SA at t = 600ps (black curve in the left hand side

graph), the laser has not recovered yet and hence, although the

carrier concentration of the SA section exhibits a large spike,

there is only a small increase in themain photon population (gray

curve in the left hand side graph) and no output spike is

generated. Also, the carrier concentration of the main gain

section nG (as shown by the black curve in the right hand side

FIGURE 7
Simulation of output pulse energy (top) and spike timing
(bottom) as a function of SA input pulse energy for ibias = 13 mA. A
minimum input pulse energy of 48 fJ is required to trigger an
output spike.

FIGURE 8
Simulation of output pulse energy as a function of SA input
pulse energy for different GQ input pulse energy and for ibias =
13 mA.
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graph) is nearly not affected. After this illustration of the similarity in

behavior between the proposed side light-injected Q-switch laser and

an spiking neuron (excitation, recovery, integration and inhibition),

we now perform a more general behavioral study.

3.3 Excitation threshold

Next, we study the excitability by computing the output pulse

energy Eout and timingTS,out as a function of input pulse energy ESA,in
when the neurons bias is set below its self-pulsating threshold (we use

ibias = 13mA). Results are shown in Figure 7. The input pulse consists

of a Gaussian pulse of full width at half-maximum 55 ps matching

the lasers output pulse characteristics. It enters the lateral waveguide

connected to the SA part of the laser. We find that the excitation

threshold of the spiking laser neuron is 48 pJ.

For input pulse energies above this value, the laser fires an

output spike and under this value, it returns to its resting state.

As can be seen in 7 (top graph), the output pulse energy is not

constant as can be expected from biological neurons but depends

upon the input excitation strength. It can also be noted that the pulse

output timing (7 bottom graph) decreases sharply above the

threshold, then stabilizes around 70 ps after the input pulse arrival.

This behavior, where the spike output timing is inversely proportional

to the strength of the membrane voltage excitation, can also be found

in neuron models such as the Hodgkin-Huxley and LIF ones [8].

3.4 Inhibition threshold

We now study the impact of sending an optical pulse on the

gain quenching input. To do so, we plot (Figure 8) the pulse output

energy Eout and timing TS,out as a function of the pulse energy EQ,in
on the gain quenching section for various conditions of SA input

pulse energy (above excitation threshold e.g. ESA,in > 48 fJ) for the

same gain section bias (ibias = 13 mA). We thus can assess the

inhibitory effect of the gain quenching section. Sending optical

energy on the GQ section leads to a strong reduction of the output

pulse energy or even a complete cancelation of the spiking event.

The energy level required to suppress the spike event is about one

order of magnitude lower than the required excitatory pulse energy

to generate the output pulse. This can be explained by the high

population inversion of the gain section and the strong stimulated

emission created when the side light is input, multiplying the effect.

3.5 Refractory period

Next, we look at the refractory period of the laser-neuron

(Figure 9). To do so, we trigger a spike event by sending an input

pulse of energy ESA,in (> 48fJ for ibias = 13 mA) at time TS,in to the

SA section and immediately send another triggering pulse at time

TS,in + ΔTS with the same energy. Without refractoriness, the

neuron should fire a first pulse of energy Eout,1 then a second

output pulse of energy Eout,2. We plot the second output pulse

energy as a function of ESA,in and ΔTS. For sufficiently large ΔTS,

we find as expected that Eout,2 = Eout,1. However, for ΔTS < 3ns,

Eout,2 is significantly lower than Eout,1 and even, for ΔTS < 400ps

there is no second pulse Eout,2 = 0.

3.6 Multistable system demonstration

Wenow verify the cascadability in the presented neuron, as well

as its optical memory properties. Cascadability can be defined as the

ability of a laser to drive one ormany other lasers. This characteristic

is therefore a necessary condition to design a large scale photonic

spiking neural network (PSNN). A demonstration of these two

properties can be done using a system of two interconnected lasers

FIGURE 9
Simulation of output pulse energy as a function of SA input
pulses energy for different delays between the input pulses and for
ibias = 13 mA. The laser receives two input pulses (SA section) of
equal energy ESA,in separated by ΔTS. In response it emits up
to two output pulses. The first output pulse energy is plotted with a
dash line while the second pulse energy is plotted with a thick line
and symbols.

FIGURE 10
Cascadability circuit: two identical laser neurons are self-
coupled with a delay of τd = 2ns and a gain of 7 dB (w = 5).
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as shown in Figure 10, also known as a multistable system [10].

Here, the two lasers are considered identical and are both polarized

with ibias = 13 mA. They are also mutually coupled through an

amplifier characterized by the coupling weight w = 5 (7 dB of optical

gain), associated with a delay of τd = 2ns. Figure 11 shows the

respective responses of the two lasers. The system is first turned on

when an optical pulse of energy 100 fJ is injected into the first laser’s

SA section (ON) at t = 200ps. The output spike of the laser is then

amplified to allow the excitation of the second laser. This initiates

both lasers to fire a train of spikes with a fixed period ≈ 2 × τd as we

can see in Figure 11. It takes about four round trips to stabilize the

pulse power to about 80 fJ. We thus demonstrate on the one hand

that our laser can be optically cascaded and on the other hand that it

can store the information contained in a spike. We also show in the

same example that the system can be turned off by stimulating the

gain with an optical pulse of 100 fJ at t ≈ 85ns. The pulse train is

interrupted in a couple of round trips.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied theoretically the use of a

Q-switch laser with side light injection as an all-optical neuron

for photonic spiking neural networks (PSNN). First, we have

FIGURE 11
(A): Pulse train from two self-coupled laser neurons with 2ns delay and 7 dB of optical gain. Gray: input to laser 1 SA section. Black: input to laser
2 SA section. (B): focus on the start of the pulse train. (C): focus of the end of the pulse train.
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presented the Ordinary Differential Equations for the multi-

section laser, including terms for the side light injection for gain

quenching and saturable absorption. Then, solving numerically

these equations, we have shown that the behaviour of the laser-

neuron mimics that of spiking neuron (excitability, inhibitability,

integration, refractoriness and cascadability) with ultrafast pico-

second scale response and low power control signals. We have

determined the self-pulsating and the optical excitability

thresholds as well as quantified the inibitory effects and

refractory period. Finally, we demonstrated the cascadability

of the laser-neurons. Such all optical laser-neuron is suited for

future high speed SNN hardware implementation especially

considering integration platforms such as silicon photonics.
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